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Structure of the Master
The Professional Master on Tactical Periodisation® is available fully e-learning or b-learning (on-line and presential). It
is composed by 2 parts:
PART 1. Also known as TP Performance, is lectured in 16 days (4 hours per day). It will happen 4 days a week from
7pm to 11pm, Lisbon time. It is held 100% live streaming. If you don’t have the change to watch the lectures live, you
will be able to watch them later, as we will upload them to our e-learning platform Teachable, named Tactical
Periodisation Academy.

PART 2. Also known as TP Master, you can choose between continue online or attend the lectures in presence at
Porto, Portugal. It’s an 8 days in a row training week. This part ends with the final assessment and a 50 hours
internship.

In the different parts, clear teaching-learning methodologies will be used, allowing the participants to be involved in a
transformative experience that will profoundly change your perspective on the game and training and solidify your
professional skills.

Module 1. Vítor Frade´s Tactical Periodisation®. An
autonomously built knowledge.
1.1. What’s the understanding of Tactical Periodisation® in contrast with the rooted conventional.
- Evolutive and chronological synthesis of the training paradigm
1.2. Football, a “Fenómeno Antroposocialtotal” (possible translation: Totalanthroposocial phenomenon)
- The issue of complexity as a necessity for understanding the phenomenology of football
- The several dimensions of the phenomenon (show business, economical, social, political…)
- Other sports inside the phenomenon: futsal and beach soccer.
1.3. The exaltation of “INTERaction”, a structural-functional invariant of the structure of the performance of FOOTBALL for the (re)
conceptualization of Football, the Game, the Play and the Team.
-

Construction or project algorithm which equation is the strategic interaction of asymmetric information.

-

Dynamics of loads versus modeling of a construction or project / process «algorithm», the “morfociclo padrão” (possible
translation: pattern morphocycle)

1.4.Morfociclo padrão (Pattern Morphocycle): the symbolic plane.
1.5. The problematization of the «being in shape in sports» in top performance considering 3 dilemmas / fundamental (tri)binomials:
- Performance – Fatigue - Recovery
- Collective - Individual
- Methodology versus Method(s)

Module 2. Systemic Analysis of the Game of
Football
2.1. The football team understood as a homeodynamic, adaptive and dynamic system and necessarily as an evolutive homeostasis.
2.2. The game of football built by “moments” or categorizing collective patterns?
2.2.1 The game as a continuum, an «inteireza inquebrantável» (no possible translation - neologism), and therefore a game play
which nature is hierarchical dynamics.
2.2.2. The game as an unpredictable, open, chaotic (deterministic) phenomenon with fractal organization but with an underlying
macro predictability.
- The necessity to recognize the game play and the game’s Fractalities. “To reduce without impoverishing”.
2.3. The understanding of the game dimensions (tactical, technical, physical, psychological, strategical) under the light of complexity.
2.4. The necessity of recognizing football as a game governed by (Super-dimension) Tactics, as an a priori aspirable and gradually
modelable throughout the training process.
- The elevation of Tactics to a super-dimension
- The Tactical-strategic dimension
- The tactical-technical dimension «a vicariância» (no possible translation - neologism)
- The quantification of quality.
2.5. The super-dimension Tactics as an acculturation of game play.
2.5.1. Intelligence or intelligences, from plural understanding, to Game Intelligence as the only fundamental conditional capacity.

Module 3. Training as an acquisition process, a
systemic modeling.
3.1. Training as an acquisition process, a systemic modeling
- The game idea (previous intention)
- The Game model (biological modeling)
- Game structure(s) versus game system(s)
3.2. Macro, meso e micro game principles. The interactive principles promoted by criterion.
3.2.1. “Self” engendering of the principles.
3.3. Intentionality in modeling the process as praxiology.
3.3.1. The Game Idea as Previous Intension
3.3.2 From Previous Intension to Acting Intensions
3.3.3. From Acting Intentions to a collective culture (the individual in the collective)
3.4. «Fenomenotécnica» (Phenomenotechnics). The trainer as a "brain-mechanism" that regulates the process or the opening of systems to
"retro-feeding"(maybe the translation is feedback) or causal non-linearity.
3.4.1. The guided discovery
3.4.2. The importance of intervention during the propensity contexts, or the development of non-mechanical mechanisms.
3.4.3. Leadership, a phenomenotechnics dimension.

Module 4. Super-principle of Specificity. A
categorical imperative.
4.1. The transcendental plane of Specificity - a conditional procedural condition (the context with ONE sense).
-

The double function of the ATP and the Specificity

-

Weight training versus Specificity. What is “strength” training for Tactical Periodization?

4.2. A Game Play: the driver of the team and player (s) process from the beginning to the end of the season. Problematization of some
«problem-themes»:
- Non-existence of phases, stages, periods...
- The preparatory period versus pre-season...
- First week: presentation of the Game Idea (as a previous intention) and adaptation to the effort
- The beggining of the season: organism adaptation without external help
- Strategy in the broad sense and in the narrow sense.
- Observation and analysis of the own team and the opponent’s team.
- Observation and “monitoring” of the players performance. New technologies?
4.3. The emerging of the Specificity in different contexts. Study cases and practical applications in:
-

Professional football

-

Non-professional football

-

Young football teams (early specialization)

Module 5. Methodological Principles understood as
an “only” principle. Allowing “Articulation of Sense”
5.1. Methodological Principle of the Propensities
5.1.1. The manifestation of Specificity through contexts of propensity
5.1.2. Contexts of propensity versus context of exercise
5.1.3. Relative maximum intensity and focus on training and competition
5.2. Methodological Principle of Horizontal Alternation in (S) specificity
5.2.1. The Self-Renewing Cycle of Living Matter and Roux, Arndt Schultz’s Law, reinforcing the need for this methodological
principle.
5.2.2. Getting used to a weekly pattern that contemplates the various dimensions of our game play
5.2.3. Tactical Fatigue
5.3. Methodological Principle of Complex Progression
5.3.1. Dynamic and non-linear progression based on a game play
5.3.2. From less to more complex in the specificities of Specificity
5.3.3. The relationship between mind and habit in acquiring knowing over a knowing to do.
5.4. The hierarchy for the process modeling, expressed in the systematic repetition of the Pattern Morphocycle, the construction
algorithm

Module 6. The fundamentation of the Pattern
Morphocycle through integrative physiology.
6.1. The game of football: metabolic implications. What is really relevant to promote during training?
6.2. Parabiosis and exaltation of collective and individual performance.
The self-renewal cycle of living matter and Roux, Arndt Schultz’s law

✍

The temporally delayed effect of performances.

✍

6.3. Algorithmic pattern: specificities of "Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday".
-

Fundamental contexts of propensity

-

Complementary contexts of propensity as «acquisitive in assisted interaction»

6.4. Adaptation / adaptability, structural-functional invariance with acculturating homeostasis, a consequence of the acquisitive
process that codifies temporality.
6.4.1. How activity provoques adaptations to the muscles?
-

The muscle is heterogeneous and adaptable

6.4.2. The “mecano-biological” sustainability of wednesday.
-

The cellular biology of the muscle

6.4.3. From the “physiology of the sprint” to the analogy of friday

Module 7. Pattern Morphocycle. Study cases and
practical applications.
7.1. «Study cases». The hierarchy for the process modeling, expressed in the systematic repetition of the Morfociclo Padrão (Pattern
Morphocycle)
- Sunday (competition): maximum demand day. What are the implications on the (weekly) operationalization of the game play?
- Monday (1st day after competition): day off
- Tuesday (2nd day after competition): Recovery
- Wednesday (3rd day after competition-1st “acquisitive” day): “Blue” day
- Thursday (4th day after competition-2nd acquisitive day): “Green” day
- Friday (2 days before the next competition - 3rd “acquisitive” day): “Yellow” day
- Saturday (1 day before the next competition): Competition-oriented recovery
7.2. Training unit = structural and functional hierarchy or fractal operationality of the process
7.3. Morphocycle for matches separated by 6 days (sunday to saturday)
7.4. Morphocycle for a week with 3 matches
7.5. Adaptation of Morphocycle days (2 or 3 practices a week)
7.6. Performance-recovery management of the non-used players

Module 8. Tactical Periodisation and Neurosciences
meeting the necessity of a PHENOMENOLOGIC
conception of the Football Conscience.
8.1. Conscience, a Subjective and Plural concept, on a Plural Phenomenon, but objectionable.
8.2. The necessity of a football with a feeling (Futebol Sentido), and the need to give sense to the feelings of that football, the key of the
process.
- The emotions (and the feelings) as lead actors in the induction of reason, of the best decisions and learning of a game play.
- The importance of affectivity during the process
- More than somatic markers, markers of a game play
8.3. The creation of habits as presuppositions for a good game play, in anticipation of what happens.
- The habit and the neurobiological economy
8.4. Bodily (Inter)Action, Game Intelligence as a Bodily Knowledge (InCorporAcção)
– A new understanding of acting «PercepAcção», a knowing over a knowing to do
– Bodily Action (InCorporAcção)
– Bodily Intelligence, a delegation process that needs an Articulation of Meaning to be a Cooperative Intentionality.

Assessment
A) Reports on the specific areas - related to theorectical support available at our online platform, Tactical Periodisation
Academy.
B) Individual essay to conclude the level (web platform) - Reflexion on a quote by Professor Vítor Frade

Mandatory to finish the Master Programme:
✍

50 practical hours (minimum of 2 weeks), including one of the activities:
✍ Final essay about own training process, including all the themes lectured over the Master.
✍ Case study about the implementation of the Tactical Periodisation® methodology.

2 top students will have access to:
50 hours internship (minimum of 2 weeks) with a Tactical Periodisation® certified coach (upon authorisation from the
club and coach at the time of completion of the Master). Travel, accommodation and food expenses are not included.

Summary Table
SUMMARY TABLE
The Master is divided in PART 1 or TP Performance AND PART 2 or TP Master

PART 1 - TP PERFORMANCE

PART 2 - TP MASTER

FEBRUARY, 2021 to MAY, 2021

MAY/JUNE, 2021 to AUGUST, 2022

16 sessions, 4 x / week (February 15 to May 15, 2020)
4 hours/session from 7pm to 11pm, Lisbon time

8 days (May/June, 2021) + study & essays (until
August, 2022)
8 hours/day from 9am to 6pm, Lisbon time

TOTAL COURSE DURATION
18 MONTHS
890 HOURS
- CERTIFICATION “MASTER ON TACTICAL

4 MODULES

4 MODULES

100% E-LEARNING

E-LEARNING or PRESENTIAL

80 contact hours (20 sessions)

Venue: Porto, Portugal

40 hours e-learning platform

64 contact hours (8 days)

158 study hours

40 hours e-learning platform

150 hours of essays/reports

158 study hours
150 hours of essays/reports/final essay
50 hours internship

TOTAL: 428 Hours

TOTAL: 462 Hours

PERIODISATION by Vítor Frade®”
- ACCESS TO DATABASE OF CERTIFIED COACHES
IN “PERIODIZAÇÃO TÁCTICA BY VÍTOR FRADER”
- 50 HOURS INTERNSHIP FOR THE TOP 2 STUDENTS
(MAXIMUM OF 2 WEEKS) WITH A CERTIFIED COACH
IN TACTICAL PERIODISATION®

Final Price: EUR 2 945 euros (this price is available until November 30, 2020)
Lectures in English or Portuguese with simultaneous translation

Application

APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS:

1. Minimum cumulative 3-year experience in the role(s) of a coach, assistant coach, observer, analyst, director or technical
coordinator;
2. Title and/or professional portfolio of sports coach or degree in Physical Education and Sport.
NOTE: if you don’t meet the requirements described above and still wish to apply, you must send your Curriculum Vitae and
motivation letter to info@periodizacaotactica.com
If you want to join the Professional Master on Tactical Periodisation® please follow the steps below:
1. Fill the application form https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/
1FAIpQLSfAzovPzwjkXRsO4INQGqd63oYMipbwxCecmCYbe5TRorn3Xg/viewform
2. Pay the EUR 50 application fee, writing MPT in the reference field and full name:
1. Non-refundable in case of withdrawal or invalid application
2. Deductible on first payment of the Master
3. Within 5 days you’ll receive the result of your application
4. In case of approval proceed to payment of the Master

Price and
payment
methods

PAYMENT METHODS:
1. One-time purchase: EUR 2 945
2. Payment plans:
- early term: August 15 to September 30, 2020 // total = EUR 3 092
* EUR 592 - at the time of registration
* EUR 1250 - until April 30, 2021
* EUR 1250 - until January 31, 2021
- regular term: October 1 to November 30, 2020 // total = EUR 3 387
* EUR 887 - at the time of registration
* EUR 1250 - until April 30, 2021
* EUR 1250 - until January 31, 2021
- late term: December 1, 2020 to January 15, 2021 // total = EUR 3 726
* EUR 2476 - at the time of registration
* EUR 1250 - until January 31, 2021

PAYMENT BY TransferWise STEP BY STEP:
http://transferwise.com
“Step 1. Check our fees and exchange rates and find out yourself if we’re cheap.
Step 2. Create your free account.
Step 3. Tell us where your transfer is going.
Step 4. Pay for your transfer and leave the rest to us.”
Consult for more information:
http://transferwise.com/gb/blog/how-does-transferwise-work
BENEFICIARY DATA:
Payments will be made by bank transfer to the following account. Indicate as MPT reference and write down your full name:
. Entity: Caixa Geral de Depósitos
. Bank Office: Rua do Bonjardim 169 4000-295 Porto
. Holde of the account: Táctica Mágica Unipessoal Lda
. IBAN: PT50 0035 0651 0053 9294 6302 6
. SWIFT CODE: CGDIPTPL
VERY IMPORTANT: the costs are net amount, bank fees must be charged to the payer.

Speakers and
Special Guests
…to the date

Creator and Methodological Coordinator
Prof. Vítor Frade
Permanent Speakers:
Jorge Maciel - Assistant coach at Lille FC, Ligue 1
Vítor Matos - Elite development coach at Liverpool FC, Premier League England
Miguel Lopes - Assistant coach at Vitória Sport Clube, Campeonato Portugal
Simão Freitas - Former Head coach at Desportivo Brasil
Carlos Carvalhal - Head coach at Braga SC, 1st League Portugal
Luis Castro - Head coach at Shakhtar Donetsk, 1st League Ukraine
Vítor Severino - Assistant coach at Shakhtar Donetsk, 1st League Ukraine
Rui Quinta - Head coach at Lusitânia Lourosa, Campeonato Portugal
Nuno Amieiro - Assistant coach at Lusitânia Lourosa, Campeonato Portugal
Mara Vieira - Head coach at Lusitânia Lourosa; Executive Director at Periodização Táctica®
Abel Pimenta - Assistant coach and Analyst at Sevilha FC, 1st League Spain
Bruno Pivetti - Head coach at EC Vitória, 1st League Brasil
Julian Tobar - Former assistant coach at U17 Athletico Paranaense, Brasil
Xavier Tamarit - Assistant coach at Velez Sarsfield, 1st League, Argentina
Jorge Reis - Director of Youth Football at FC Barcelona School, Nigeria
Nuno Resende - Youth coach at Sporting CP, Portugal
Carlos Campos - Director of Youth Football at Vítória SC, Portugal
Fábio Moura - Former assistant coach at Portimonense, 1st League Portugal

Special Guests:
Carlos Daniel - Public Television (RTP) Journalist and Football Commentator
António Simões - Former Portuguese National Team player
José Tavares - Head coach of U18 at FC Porto, Portugal
Filipe Ribeiro - Assistant coach of U18 at FC Porto, Portugal
Francisco Neto - Head coach at Women’s National Team, Portugal
Ilídio Vale - Assistant coach at Portuguese National Team
Fernando Santos - Head coach at Portuguese National Team
Pepjin Ljinders - Assistant coach at Liverpool FC, Premier League England
José Boto - Sport Director and scouting at Shakhtar Donetsk, Ukraine
Jorge Braz - Head coach at Portuguese Futsal National Team
Luis Conceição - Head coach at Women’s Portuguese Futsal National Team
Paulo Maccari - Physical therapist at Argentinian Basketball National Team, Méthode Busquet
Vítor Pereira - Head coach at Shanghai SIPG, 1st League China
Roberto Olabe - Football Director at Real Sociedad, Spain

